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About This Game

This is not a traditional game. Oneirogen is a strange non-narrative 20-30 min room scale experience with gameplay
elements.

Oneirogen is a dreamlike circular journey through the depths of the developer's subconscious. Inspired by the writings of Carl
Jung and Joseph Campbell, this surreal experience was made for room scale VR from the ground up. Flow from one

environment to the next as you experience a magical trip through mysterious realms.

Spend as long as you like in each scene, there are no timers or scores.
No deaths, killing, or intense violence. (Safe for children)

No UI or menus. (Great for showing to newcomers to VR or gaming)
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No teleportation. Built with a 3mx3m space in mind. (Limited smooth locomotion available with thumb pad/stick for smaller
spaces)

Find the 4 hidden tokens to unlock minigames in the starting room

All proceeds support the artist to develop bigger and better and weirder VR things!

"Truly Transformative"
"Psychedelic and cathartic"

"Mesmerizing!"

Additional sound by Sara Ferret
Trailer music by Nicholas Andrew Sadler
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Title: Oneirogen
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dogū
Publisher:
Dogū
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: CPU Intel i7

Memory: 16 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 980/1060 or AMD Fury (equivalent or greater)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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It's a complex and powerful game with tons of capability and tools to create your own park, and live the nostalgia of Roller
Coaster Tycoon 3.
 It would be a lot better if we could actually play it as its fullest. But sadly, the game becomes unplayable as your park grow. Up
to a point where its impossible to keep a steady 10fps even with modern high ends PCs, its a known fact, just google it and
you'll see. I've tried to play it so many times hopping I was doing something wrong, but always ended the same way, unplayable
as the park reaches a certain amount of visitants.
Long story short, I wouldn't recommend it solely by the fact the you cant really go deep and use all the great potential available.
Sad. This game is bad yo. Choice of Games usually runs from OK to Pretty Damn Good, and this was...I wanna say,
embarrassingly bad?. Can't wait to get some 7-1's.. Runers is a roguelike very much reminiscient of The Binding of Isaac. You
slowly power up as you venture, through rooms, deeper into the meat of the game.

Runers is challenging. Heck, it is downright brutal. After three hours I finally beat the first boss (and mostly because I fought
one of the easier bosses) only to die right away in the next area because it introduced stuff I'd not yet seen. That's what makes
these games great, when they can hit you with a curveball just as you begin to think you can hit a homerun.

The rune system of developing spells is pretty intriguing, albeit very tricky just starting out. I am noticing that entire runs can be
dedicated to trying different combinations of runes hoping to find that one spell that really accents my playstyle. The rune
system is interesting, furthermore, because it challenges you to decide between upgrading your current spell and building a new
one altogether which, if you're a newbie, is kind of like playing a slot machine.

There are definitely flaws with the game, however. It doesn't have that level of polish that the Binding of Isaac has, nor does it
really feel flushed out and well balanced. The art is consistent and classic-style, which is great, but it gets lost in the level design.
The maps are pretty much all the same, on the levels I played. Rooms are slightly different looking but there are only a handful
of room types and things that might happen in those rooms. You've got the boss room, normal rooms, and challenge rooms. All
of which might spawn as an aura room, but for the most part you're looking at only three room variants. Hopefully in a future
patch we'll see this expanded upon, as it is certainly one of the major lowpoints for the game right now.

The music is solid, and the controls feel well thought out. There is currently no controller support which is a bummer, but it
plays just fine without. I do have one complaint, however, with the keybinds for hotkey spells. With all the frantic action it is
incredibly frustrating to stop what you're doing to hit a hotkey. If you're using your mouse buttons to fire your primary spells
then the hotkeys will not (at least not for me) activate properly. You've got to stop moving or stop firing to shoot off the hotkey
spells which makes them near-useless.

Great game and I'm sure we'll see my concerns addressed in future patches.. I've been fiddling with my profile and noticed that
the rarest Steam badge I have is of this game, and it's only level 1 at the moment. Meaning there are too few people own this
game, let alone played it. Yeah, only 64 reviews on Steam, despite being bundled for the third time now during just a year.
Twice on IndieGala, that's a shame. No, the game is not a masterpiece by any means, but I feel like IndieGala is too low. The
score of 58 on Metacritic is too low as well. Current 71% approval on Steam is more like it.

It is a decent point and click adventure. It has good artwork, surreal story, sometimes confusing puzzles (not sure if it's a bad
thing since most if not all beloved classic point-n-clicks have those), dreadful or at least amature voice acting (main character's
voice annoyed me the most I think). If you can overlook the flaws (I didn't find them particularly bad), there are some pros to
enjoy here.. Y'all need some Jesus. 11\/10 - IGN. Too much Jesus.. Warning - Contains lyrics

Edit: but you might get used to it
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Kiriko x Aru best ship. Does not work for DK2.............. Great story. Hope to see more!!. This game has pure character to it.
Great artwork and animations together with loads of hilarious stuff you can craft and gadgets.
The attention to detail in the mannerisms of the NPCs/enemies and the well designed UI with random replay aspects and overall
gameplay in the levels make it well addictive.. The game has an amazing atmosphere. Graphics looks really nice, music is some
nice ambient. The gameplay itself is slow, but interesting, which is quite hard to achieve. The whole thing is some kind of
surreal experience with evolution. If you want to relax and you are looking for something soothing, look no further.. I made a
video review of Grapple Force Rena a while back. Check it out to see my thoughts on this game. https://youtu.be/tDnhiGSy6wE
. A great game does not need achievements or trading cards but if that is all one plays for - this game has neither.

I would call this a sleeper, great gameplay, good storyline, and mostly definitely a Hidden Object game. It is fast paced with
smooth transitions, so fast and smooth in fact one is at the end (hours later) before one realizes it. It is not a short game though
and about the average length for an HO game (around 4 or so hours).

Storyline: Singing Star's husband White Wolf is missing, and she sets off to find him. She goes to the Manitu (element or nature
spirits) for help. Her journey involves finding various plants and objects in different locations to use in spells. As the journey
unfolds the player meets the Manitu and learns their intentions are not always what they seem.

Gameplay: 98% of this game is HO scenes, no point and click elements or any puzzles. Even the map is only used to move
between HO scenes in any order the player choses. There are several HO scenes for each chapter while looking for ingredients
and objects needed to make a potion or later at the request of the Manitu. The HO scenes are colorful and detailed. (Even the
chapter transition "black and white" ink drawings are quite amazing.)

A few things to note about the HO scene find clues. 1) They are unusual clues, mostly plants and animals most people have not
heard about. Since there are no hint penalties I suggest using them. I had to hint and look up some myself. I had no idea an ewer
was a pot-like jug with a handle. Some other examples are cane (which means cane sugar plants which look like cattails in fact),
puddle (Really? A puddle of water? - How unique!), algae (and not the normal pond scum variety, but the long Sagrasso type
that grow like monsterous wide bladed grass under the sea), and of course I can not forget the flying cow. (Totally serious the
clue is cow and it is flying and the player has to click on it when it zooms by.) I have not had this much fun playing HO scenes
for a while. Such unique and unusual clues. 2) None of the find clues are unfairly hidden either. But in every scene there are one
or two that are especially cleverly hidden. Oh the player can see them quite plainly after finding them but they blend so well,
one either needs to know where they are there or really has to look for them. 3) The find clues are more and less appropriate to
the settings. Or at least to the game theme of Native American indigenous cultures (both North and South America) all jumbled
together and throughout time. Basically what I mean is there are no used tires or hammers or bicycles. Very nature oriented with
an entire education on plants, animals and birds if one is so inclined. 4) I only found one clue misspelling: broken bow should be
broken bowl. It happens (shrugs). Can not complain otherwise about the text.

Remember I said this game is 98% Hidden Object, the other 2% is a mini-game the gamer plays twice and a Match 3 game
which has various uses. First the mini-game, it is potion making (in a cauldron). The point of the mini-game is to change the
color of the potion to a different color using the plants or things gathered from the HO scenes using a recipe chart and quite
literally drawing a magic symbol over the brew. Sounds easy, but it is not. This is a real brain teaser of a puzzle, and if one goofs
up one has to start from the beginning again. Fortunately there are only 4 things that can be put in the brew. The gamer only
plays the mini-game twice but gathers stuff to make potions often.

Second is the Match 3 game. This Match 3 game is used as a Hidden Object scene, gathering mana orbs to make potions and
boss battles. Yes, you read that correctly BOSS BATTLES. Boss battles in a Hidden Object game, my oh my. Then again the
player is dealing with nature spirits. I have run into this type of boss battle scenerio before in a game called Cave Quest. But
comparing those battles to these, these will kick your butt if not careful. Think Gems of War maybe. Good luck with the battles.
They are tough since your opponent starts out with 2-3 times higher hit points then you do. (No skip option either.) My only
suggestion is take your time, there is no time limit.

Beautiful artwork, great gameplay, fast moving storyline and 98% Hidden Object. Who can could ask for anything more from
an HO game? (That's rhetorical by the way, so do not answer.)

Highly recommend.
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